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PREFACE
The Journal of International Law concludes the celebration of its Tenth
Anniversary by proudly announcing the first-ever third issue. Timely in its
appearance and provocative in its contents, this special theme issue on World
Resources marks a significant growth in the size and output of the Journal.
Doubly important is the fact that this issue also contains an addendum to the
Journal's earlier issue on Human Rights.
Introductory materials expose the major problems facing developed coun-
tries in their attempts to resolve energy issues. An examination of Britain's
energy conservation program is also included. Lead articles and student notes
are concerned with more specific aspects of the world resource picture. In the
Human Rights addenda are three articles dealing with proposed changes in
the United Nations Charter, Soviet abuse of psychiatric practices and more
widespread use of Esperanto as an international language.
On behalf of the Journal staff, I take this opportunity to express our deep
gratitude to Dean Lindsey Cowen, whose personal interest and constant sup-
port are in large measure responsible for the Journal's growth this year. Fur-
ther, I acknowledge my sincere appreciation to all the members of the
Volume 10 staff, who made the task of producing three issues more reward-
ing and more pleasant. To the Editorial Board for Volume 11, I extend best
wishes for continued success in the year ahead.
For myself, I would like to draw upon a mariner's prayer and wish each
and all of you fair winds and following seas. Good luck and Godspeed.
MIKE J. HOOVER
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